France, China Sign Agreement
To Link Paris, Peking By Air

Paving the way for an intensive economic cooperation and cultural exchange between China and France, an agreement has been signed here today by the two countries' ambassadors.

The agreement launched a joint venture by Air France and China Eastern Airlines, the French carrier's first company abroad, to establish a flight service between Paris and Peking.

UK East Of Suez
U.S. Action Against Cubo

In response to the U.S. action against Cuba in the Caribbean, Britain today announced that its forces would be deployed to the area, including ships and planes.

Pakistan Becoming
Self-Sufficient, Ayub Tells People

In a speech to the Pakistan parliament, President Ayub Khan reassured the country's self-sufficiency, highlighting the nation's progress in various sectors.

Premier Visits...

A political leader from a neighboring country visited the capital city today, discussing potential cooperation and trade opportunities.

Send your orders for tables, bathroom floors, decorative pieces to the marble stores in Kabul! A variety of marble is available, including Afghani marble, which is known for its beauty and durability.

NEW ABRIVALS
HAMID STORES
at your service

Afghan marble adds to the charm of your home.

ENGLISH CLASSES
The Kabul English Language Center (KELC) is now offering classes for those interested in improving their English skills.

Premier Stresses Need for Cooperation
With Government in Baghlan Address

In his speech, the premier emphasized the importance of cooperation with the government in Baghlan province, highlighting the region's potential for economic development.

Surveyor Soft Lands, Sends Back Hundreds Of Pictures

U.S. has sent back pictures from the surveyor mission to the region, providing valuable data for further exploration.

Malik Confers With Sukarno
On Proposals Made In Bangkok

Meeting with Sukarno, Malik discussed proposals made during their recent meeting in Bangkok, focusing on regional cooperation.

mf

Royal Audience
President of France visits

The French president is scheduled to visit the country, with the royal audience exchange anticipated to strengthen bilateral relations.

Jogata Committee
Tours Information, Culture Ministry

The Jogata Committee undertook a tour of the Information and Culture Ministry, inspecting various facilities and discussing future developments.

Gemini Docking
Out But German To Space Walk

The Gemini mission continues, with German spacewalking on the horizon.

LUNCH IN ATHENS
DINNER IN PRAGUE

Direct Flight to Europe
Kabul - Athens - Prague

New schedule effective June 9. Tickets available at the office.

Surveys Of China:
U.S. Sounding Out
China On Signing
No-Strike Pact

American observers in China are gathering information on the potential signing of a no-strike pact, with implications for regional security.

STOP PRESS

The latest headlines:

- U.S. action against Cuba continues to escalate tensions in the region.
- Afghanistan announces new entries for the Kabul Textile Fair.
- The royal audience exchange is expected to strengthen bilateral ties between Afghanistan and France.

U.S. action against Cuba continues to escalate tensions in the region. The Kabul Textile Fair is being held, attracting textile professionals from around the globe. The royal audience exchange is expected to strengthen bilateral ties between Afghanistan and France.
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Role Regional Courts Could Play

One of the ways to achieve world peace through regional courts is to have the proposals made by United States Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone in 1940. Stone said the courts should be established on an international scale, with the United States having a seat at the center of the system. He suggested that regional courts would be able to consider the point of view of the parties involved.

Since the world court has dealt with many cases, it has been able to satisfy all the parties involved. The court has been able to satisfy all the parties involved in all the cases.

Foreign problems are yet to decide at which stage the regional court should be established. The court might be given the power to act in certain cases, but it might be given no power to act in other cases.

HOME PRESS AT A GLANCE

FURTHER CONSULTATIONS SUGGESTED TO FOLLOW EXCHANGES BETWEEN E, W GERMAN LEADERS

The writers of the article appear about the importance of the exchange of views between the two German leaders. The writers have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders.

Computers Satellites may measure world's water

The writers of the article have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders. The writers have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders.

Criminal Procedure Decree Law

The writers of the article have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders. The writers have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders.

Talks on French troops' status in West Germany offered

The writers of the article have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders. The writers have given a detailed account of the exchange of views between the two leaders.
Buddhists Threaten To Boycott September 11 Elections; 3 More Nuns Meet Fiery Deaths

Two Ministers Appear Before Jirgah To Answer Questions
IMF Mission Finds Afghan Policies Adequate Basis For New Stand - By Arrangement
Recognition Of Singapore By Indonesia Announced Saturday
Two British Soldiers Killed In Fighting In Malaysia-Borneo Territories

Turkish Cypriots Consigned To Own Sector After Explosion
Ankara Strongly Protests Blockade

HRH Ahmad Shah Presents At Red Crescent Meeting

Deputy Ashrafullah Dies In Kabul

Zambia-Rhodesia Relations Worsen, Defence Group Set
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Turkish Cypriots Consigned To Own Sector After Explosion
Ankara Strongly Protests Blockade

IMF Mission Finds Afghan Policies Adequate Basis For New Stand - By Arrangement
Recognition Of Singapore By Indonesia Announced Saturday
Two British Soldiers Killed In Fighting In Malaysia-Borneo Territories